Q&A – Call for Tenders LISA/2017/OP/02 Framework Supply Contract for the Supply of Furniture for the New Building in eu-LISA’s Operational site in Strasbourg

Series 4 - Replies to Questions received by 10.10.2017

Additional Question and Answer No 4.8

****

THE ANSWERS PROVIDED HEREWITH, INCLUDING THE REVISED ATTACHMENTS, SHALL FORM AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE RELEVANT DOCUMENTS OF THE TENDER DOSSIER.

Question 4.8

As concerns description of item 1.1.1 – “Management Desk 20 – Electrically Prepared”, we understand that we have to equip the desk with two cable paths / conduits, but should we also provide for the two 4-socket housing units themselves? If so, what should be the length of the cables to connect these units?

Answer 4.8

The main desk does not include electrical nor networking cables nor plugs, but shall only be prepared to access (through two cable grommets), guide and place those units underneath the work surface. The credenza however is to be fully equipped as described in the technical specification and with the lengths indicated.